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This 1928 Land Decision identifies several basic principles of a dependent 
resurvey and what rights must be protected: 

⇒ “A dependent resurvey consists of a retracement and reestablishment of 
the lines of the original survey in their true original positions, 
according to the best available evidence of the positions of the 
original corners . . .” 

⇒ “In legal contemplation, and in fact, lands contained in a certain 
section of the original survey and those contained in the corresponding 
section of a dependent resurvey are identical.” 

⇒ “Items o topography in the interior of sections are based upon 
estimates by the surveyor rather than upon actual measurements . . .” 

⇒ “In a township where the interior section corner monuments cannot be 
found the proper method of determining what land passed from the 
government by patent or grant is by proportionate measurement between 
existing and properly restored corner on the township boundaries 
without regard to incidental items of topography.” 

⇒ “Where lands in a grant or patent from the United States are described 
in terms of the rectangular surveying system the only right, title or 
interest acquired thereby is that defined by the corners of the 
original Government survey upon which the description is based.” 

⇒ “In the execution of resurveys the Government is bound to protect only 
bona fide rights acquired through the exercise of good faith . . .” 

 
 
The following documents are provided before the case: 

• The Original 1875 Survey by Norway 
• The 1884 Completion Survey By Pearson 
• The 1926 Dependent Resurvey by Averill and Wilson 

 
 
 



S1/2S1/2 Sec. 16 

Original 1875 Survey By Norway 



1884 Completion Survey By Pearson 



Friel Survey 

S1/2S1/2 Sec. 16 

1926 Dependent Resurvey by Averill and Wilson 
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SURVEY-RES'TRVEy.

In legal contemplation, and in fact, lands contained. in a-certaint section of:
the original survey and those contained.:in the corresponding section of a
dependent resurvey are identical.

* SURvEY-REsURVEY-BoUnAuuaS.
An independent resurvey consists of the running of what are in fact new

: 0;:: : section or: township lines without reference to the corners- of the original
survey and of the designating by metes and bounds of the lands entered or
patented by legal subdivisions of the sections of the original survey which
are not, identical with the corresponding legal subdivisions of the inde-
pendent survey.

SURVEY-REsuRvE-YBouNnARarxs.

The fact that in the resurvey of a township, the boundaries of all the original
sections were not remonumented In nowise affects the position of the section

- lines which were resurveyed and the corners which were reestablished.
SU~vEY-PL5~Esu-vY---NATTRAL WIONOMENTS---BOUNDARIES.

: Items of topography in the interior. of sections are based upon estimates by
the surveyor rather than upon actual measurements, and represent only an
,pproxirnation of ,tbe apctnl positiopsI of natural monuments and are not
to prevail over courses and distances. -

Spvnv-REsnv R Ei.-BouNpT iES-PA ElT.

Inl a township, where- the interior -seetion -corner monuments can not be found
thq pro~per method of d eterminpijg What land passed from the Government
X ; .by patent or grant is. by proportionate measurement between existing and

- 'properly-restoied corners on the township boundaries without regard to
- incidental items of topography. - - :

Sn:vxSURVERrsrvxPA r - -SUR

Where lands in a grant or patent from' the United States -are described in
terms, of the rectangular surveying system the only right, title, or interest
aequired thereby is that deflned by theecorners otf the Original Government

*u , .upon whiph-the d Asripqtioie based.-., ' -

In the execution of resurveys the Government,is bound to protect only bone
- :l , rights acquired through the exercise of good faith, iand a claimant who

fails to exercise that degree of gqod.faith cognizable in law or equity is not
entitled to protection. - ) - - :

CoURT DocisioN CITED AND 0Arrs - -P - ; - - - -

Case of SecUrity Land a6nd Exploration Company v. Burns (193 U. S. 167),
cited and applied. - "

FINNEY, FirstAssistant Secretary: , . -

A- motion for rehearing has been filed on behalf of J. M.1 Beard in
the mnatte obf his protest agaihst the acceptance of the dependent
resurvey of T. 2 N., R. 11 W., S. B. M., California, wherein the de-
p-artfient, by decision of May 17, 1928 (52 L. D. 444), affirmed a
decision of theconommissioner of the General -Laud Office dated
Decpmber 14, 1927, dismissing the protest.
- -Counsel contends that the decision complained of was based on a
misapprehension as to the facts' and on -errors of law. --
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It appears that in 1905 A. ' G. :Strain purchased tile S. 1½ $. / Sec.
Th 5said township, froms the State of Califothia, and that on January
'20, 1922, Strain transferred the said tract to Beard, who, on June I,
1925, instituted a- I suit in ejeetmient in the Suiperior -Coutt of Los.

:Ang-eles County Cfalifornia,' against George H. Cecil, a forest -uper-
: visor who iwas occupying the West Fotik Ranger Station, allegihg
-that the tradt occupied as a ranger station is the S. /2½ S. ½/2 said Sec.
16. InI support of the suit aw map prepared by LeG6rand Friel was
filed, and the court held that Friel had corkectly relocated the 5'. ½ /
. /2 said $ec. 16, and that Beard Was d'ititled to judgment'against

defelid:'ant for possession of the tract.
* 00 C The plat of dependent resurvey shows the tract surveyed byrFriel

as located approximately half -a mile south and Inore than Ia quarter
of a mile west of' the true position of the 5. ½/2 5. ½h Sec. 16: as deter-
mihed by reference to the' corner of Ithe ofigi al survey., -

There appears to be a ;nisapprehehsion oUt the part of counstel as
to' the nomenclature commonly used by the General Land Office in
connection'with resurveys. There are in gene~ral tNo 'typeso resur-
veys used: The dependent resurvey ald the ildependont resurvey.
The procedure followed in tle executiori of the W' types of tesureys
is entirely dissimilair, and it appers that counsel has confused the
dependent resurvey procedure adopted ein the re'stab31'shmenit of the

'lost section corners in T. 20 N., R. 11 W7, S. B. M., with the iide-
pendent resnrvey pPocedure 'ised in the re'sarvey -of: the towniship
under consideratonA in the case of CdxS v. HadPt (260 U. S. 427).

A dependent tresurvey' consists of a refracement and reestbilish-
ment of the lines' of the original survey in their tr'ue foigiiial posi-
tions accordlng to the best available evidence of the positions of the
original corners.> A statement to this effect appears in the form of a
: marginal notation on: the plats ofall dpendent resurveys re&eiitly
executed by the6 General Land Office. No traet sdgregations' of alien-
ated lands entered or patented by IOgal subdivjsioiis of the original
survey are miade in a dependehtly f'esurveyed township, for the
reason that the section lines and lines of legal gsubdivislion of' thel
dependent resurvey in themselves represent the ISst possible identi-
ficatinoth sf o the t'tueo legal boutidatieg of the land§ patented on the
basis' of the plat. of the original survey. In the.-vast miajority of
cases no new areas are shown on the plat of the dependenitly resur-,veyed sections, or subdivisios of sections, and whete disposals are
afterwards, made in a dependently resutveyed 'township reference is
made to the plat of the original survey for areas and morei detailed
descriptions of the lands resurveyed. In legal contemplation, and in'

.fact, the 'lands contained in a certain section of the..original survey
and the lands contained in the ecorresponding section of the dependent
resurvey are identical.

521
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An independent resurvey -is, as the name -implies,. a running of
what are in fact :new section or townsh'p lines independent 'of and

X without reference to the corners of the original survey. In an inde-
pendent resurvey: it is, of course,- necessary to preserve, the bounda-
ries of the lands,. patented by, legal subdivisions of the sections of
the original survey,. whch are not identical with the corresponding
legal subdivisions of the sections of the independent resurvey, and

(this is accomplished by surveying out by metes and bounds and
designating as: tracts the lands entered or patented on the basis of

A the originalf survey. These tracts represent the position and form
of the lands alienated on the basis of the original survey, located on
the ground according to the best available evidence of their'true

' original positions.
If the General Land Office were to make a tract survey of the lands

of the appellant, the boundaries of that tract would be coincident and
identical with'ithe boundaries of the S. ½/2 S. 1/2 of the dependently
resurveyed Sec. 16, as shown upon the, plt of TO 2 N., ER. 11 W.,
: S. B. ., accepted December :14, 1927, and. would not be. in the posi-
tion indicated by the private survey executed for lthe appellant by
LeGrand Friel, licensed surveyor of California. Having: by the de-
pendent resurvey identified the position of the S. 1/ S. of original
Sec. 16 according to its true originalf position, as shown by the: corners
of the original survey, it makesno udifference whether the lands thus
identified are designated in the returns oft the resurvey as legal suab-
divisions, by Ra tract number, Xor what not. Their position on the
earth's surface is the same, and a second identification of. the S. ½
S. 1/2½ Sec. 16 as a tract: would not change its position with regardjto
the corners of the original survey in the least.

The impression also seems to exist that inasmuch as all of the inte-
rior section and quarter-section corners..of the township were not re-
monumented, the retracement of subdivisional lines.in tlhe township
was confined to the boundaries of those sections shown as resurveyed
upon the plat accepted December 14, 1927; and that no search was.
made for corners of the, original surveyvthrougaout the remainder of
the township. This impression is erroneous. Everyi.subdivisional.
section line in the township was retraced in connection with the re-
: survey,,but after careful and diligent search no original corners in
the interior of the township could be found, and&the reestablished
subdivisional section and quarter-section corners are, therefore, nec-
essarily referred to and based:upon the identified or uproperly restored
original corners on the boundaries of the township. , Inasmuch as the
lands in the sections not shown as resurveyed upon the plat accepted
December 14, 1927, are all reserved public lands within the Angeles
National Forest, and are not subject to disposal, no present necessity

`454 [vol,
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for the remonumenting of the corners on the boundaries of the sec-
tions other than. those shown as resurveyed upon the plat exists. The
fact .that the boundaries of all of the original sections in the town-
ship were not remonumented in no wise affects the, position of the sec-
tion lines which were resurveyed and the corners which were reestab-
lished.

Counsel contends that items of topography noted in thee returns of
an original survey .constitute natural-monuments, which, in the ab-
sence of original corners, govern the section lines and subdivision of
section lines in the townshipI. Undoubtedly this contention finds some
support in the decisions of the Supreme Court of California..

An analysis of the survey question involved in the ease .of chap-
lncftv. Poilaccl (70 Cal. 487; 11 Pac. 764),. one of the California de-
:cisions cited in.the appeal ibrief, reveals the following conditions:
A portion of .T. 11 N., R. 9 W., M. 'D. M., including Sec. :13, was sur-
veyed in 1867', theplat being approved Deeember 2, .1867. : The north-
:west and southwest corners :of Sec. 13,. as I vell as the quarter-section
corners on the south- and west boundaries, thereof, were- properly
lnonumented in accordance with the provisions of the Manual .of Sur-
veying Iistructions. The positions. of the northeast and southeast
corners of the section were fixed, by witness corners thereto properly
established. The quarter-section' corners on the, east and northl
boundaries, of the section'. were not. moiiu ened, nor the points
therefor fixed by :witness corners. .In thei general description in .the
field notes of the survey is the following statement:

There is a liotel for tie aceommotatfon of visitors on the south bank of the
,cretek in the N.E. .14 Sec .13.

There is no measured tie to 4this hoitel of record in the, field notes.
: Its Sposition a's sho'rn upon the plat therefore' apparently is -based
entirely lupon its- estimated position', as' set forth in theu general
description in: the field notes of th&e survey. In 1854 defendants lo-
cated school-land warrants ont the iNE.- 1/4 Sec. 13, then unsurveyed,
and subsequently received patent. The defendants acquired title 
in; the- belief that The' hotel was located'on 'the :N;E. 1/4,- but without
.having, the subdivisional: lines -'of the 'section 'surveyed: in' order to
determine the;e xact position thereof. The grantor of the plaintiff
received patent to the SE. 1/4 of See. 13 in 1877 under the preeniption
'laws, also 'without having the subdivisional lines 'of the section 'sur-
veyed. Subsequently,; the point',for the quarter-section corner on the.
,east boundary of : Sec.' 13,- not' marked in .the oiriginal survey,, was,
'established by a private survey at midpoint and on a direct line be-,
tween the 'northeast and-southeast corners of the section, 'a's fixed by'
the established witness corner thereto, in accordance with 'theA prb-.
'visions of the act of February 11, 1805. (2 Stat. 313; 'section 2396
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U. S. R. S.)' The t and west c`nter line of the section theh appears
to have, beeji kun a' stiaight line between the quarter-section corner

on the east boundary of the section, as thus established, and the origi-

nal quarter-sectibn corner on the west boundaryi of the sectio , as pro-

vided by the act of February 11, 1805, eapra, and it was found that

the hotel was not located in the NE. 1/4 of the section as estimated

by the deputy Suriveyor, but was actually in the SE. 'A thereof. In
rendering its decision in the case, the court held that the position of

the east and 'west center line jof Sec. 13, 'as thus established aceord-

ing' to the 7plain provisions, of law as above stated, was incom-
petent, and that the position of the east and west center line of the
section would be governed by the position of the hotel as shown upon
-the plat of the original surveys and cited section 2396 of the Revised
Statutes as authority for its; decision. It thus appears that,' in the
opinion of the court, the position of the subdivisional center line of a

' section is to be goveriied not by the opposite correspondinig quarter-
section corners properly establishied in accordance with the plain pro-

visions of the .act of February 1h 1805, but in accordance with the
position of an incidental item of topography shown upon tlie oi ginal

plat, the position of which is derived by tIo6direct in"asuirement but

is based solely upon an- estimated location uitentioriid in thei general

dC'scfiption in the. field notes of survey as a inattet of inforutlation

only. Needless to say, no such promiscuous surVey procedure has'
ever beii sanctioned by the Federal courts, the' departlnient, or the

General Land Office..
It should be remembered that the position of items of topography

in the interior of. sections, as shown upon the plats of the public-

land surveys, have been in the past- and are in surveys executed by

the ceadastral engineering service at the present . time, almost inva-
riably based upon estimates by the surveyor, rather than upon actual

measurements thereto. It is ordinarily only the distances at which

s section lines intersect various items of topography that are actually
measured on the ground. The platted position of topography in

the interior of sections therefore depends entirely upon'the individual.

skill and ability of the surveyor in estimating; directions and dis-
tances, and at best represents only an approximation- of the actual
position of the topography.

The weight to be given an item of topography noted in the field!
notes of an original survey, and shown upon the plat thereof, should
be commensurate with the importance attached thereto in the exe-
cution of such original survey.d; The survey of the north' half of T. 2

N.,.R. 11 W., S. B. M., by W., ,H. Norway in 18T51 was executed
under the provisions of the Manual of Surveying Instructions for
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185.5, which;-by; thlezactof May 30, 1862 (12 Stat. 409), "`shall be
talkenn and deemed a part off -every contract for surveying the public
lands of the United States."

On page 3, under Process of Chaining, the Manual of 1855 ,pro-
vides:-

In measuring lines with a two-pole chain, every five chains are'called "a tally"
because at that 'distance the last of the ten tally pins with which the forward
chainman set out will have been Istuck. He then cries "tally," which tcry is
repeated by the other chainman, and each registers the distance by slipping a
thimble, button, or ring of leather, or something of the kind, on' a belt worn:
for that 'purpose, o r by some o.ther convenient method.. 'The hind chainman
then comes up, and having counted in the presence of his fellow the tally pins
which. he has taken up, so that both may be assured that none of the pins
have been lost; he then takes the forward* end of the chain andi proceeds to
set the pins. Thus the chainmen alternately change places, each setting the
pins that he has taken up, so that one is forward in all the odd and the other 'in
all the even tallies. Such procedure, it is believed, tends to insure accuracy,
in meaturement, facilitates the recollection of the distances to- objectsf on the
: ae, and renders .a mistally almost, impossible.

A- d under "Of')Field Books," on page 15, it isqprovided:

The field notes afford the elements. from which: the plats and calculations
in 'relation to the public surveys are made. They are the source wherefrom
the tdescription Band evidence of locations and, boundaries are- officially deline-
ated and set forth. They, therefore, must be a, faithful, 'distinct, anmd minute;
record of everything,-offcially done and observed by the surveyor and his assist-
ants, pursuant to instructions, in relation to running, measuring, and marking
lines, establishing boundary corners, &c.; and present, as far as possible, .a. full
:and compete topographical description of the country surveyed, as to every
snatter' of useful inforinfitio~ , or likely to gratify publo clurios-it.

-0: : -Under the circumstances there appears little justification for coun-
sel's contention that items of topography, the positioss of which in
the interior of sections were based solely upon an estimate or guess
on the part of the surveyor, and the record distances to which on the
0 section lines were 'dependent upon. the "recollection of the chain-

nmen," .and which were noted 'as "matters of'useful information or
likely to gratify public curiosity," should thereafter'be6 accorded the
dignity of natural monuments to which both courses and distances
must gave way.

No such importance has been attached to items of topograpliy by
the General Land Office, the department, or the Federal courts. .In
: alt et l.. v.. Willingtamn et al. (300 Fed. 761) the'United States
District Court for the Southern District of Florida held (syllabus):

:A section corner as fixed by a Government surveyor being: more jimportant,
and one in which he would ordinarily take more care, will prevail over minor
conflicting points in the lines as, fixed by him.
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On appeal the decision of. the distriet court was affirmed. by vthe
circuit court of appeals (11 Fed., 2d series, 757, 758), in which the
court said:

It is also apparent fro m the 'evidence that the government surveyor was
mistaken in the call of his field notes to cross New River Sound 45 chains-
north on his second mile. None of the engineers was able to so run the line
as to leave any considerable acreage in lot 8 or to cross the sound as called
for in the original survey. However, these mistakes do not impeach the integ-
rity of the survey as, a lwhole. A surveyor would naturally be more careful 
in establishing section corners than in noting minor points, especially in terri-.
tory that was difficult to 'survey fat best, where the primary object of the
survey was to ascertain the acreage of lands which the government owned.

The appellant contends that his' bosna fie rights have been im-
paired by the resurvey. If this contention is well founded, the resur-
vey is undoubtedly bad. But he did-not and could not acquire bonaiX

TXde rights inIany lands except in those contained in the S. 1/2 S. 'A2
Sec. 16, T. N., R. 11 W., S. B. M., in its true original position, as
defined by the corners of the original survey. The law is well estab-
lished that no right, title, or interest is acquired-by grant or patent
from the United States to lands described in terms of the rectangular
surveying system, excepti in the lands described in 'such grant or
patent as defined by the corners of the original Government: survey
upon which the descriptiondis'based.

The lands- included in the Friel identification of the S. 1 .5.. 1/2.

Sec. 16 are located'by reference to. a 'single item 'of topography (the
west fork of the San Gabriel River. and its tributaries), without any
reference whatsoever to extant corners of the original sulrvey ,of T. 2
N., R. 11.W.,,S. B. M., or any original corner in any of the adjoining
townships. 'No attempt was made by Friel to identify the 5. 1/2 S. 1/2

Sec. 16 in accordance with its true original position as defined by the
corners of the original survey.' Had be made a boafld ce, attempt to.
locate the'. S.' 1/2 5.2 Sec. 16 by reference to any extant corner of the
o riginal survey of T. 2 N., R. 2 ItW., S. B. M., or by reference to any
of several existing original corners in the adjoining townships, he;
would' have found that the S. I½ S. ½Sec. 16 does not and never did
occupy' a' position in the bottom of 'the canyon of the San Gabriel.
River, but that it is located on the side of a mountain nearly a half
mile north of the, canyon bottom.

As above stated, the law is that the S. 1/2 S. '/2 Sec. 16 is governed&
b,, the corners of the original survey. The position of the S. 1/2 S. ½/
Sec. 16, or any other'section or legal subdivision, is not and never was;
c controlled or affected by the erroneous depiction of topography on
the plat of the township in which the land is located.

The bona fide rights which the General Land; Office is bound to
and does protect in the execution of resurveys are those which are
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aequired through the exercise of good faith. In failing to attempt
toidentify the S. 1/2 S. 1/2 Sec. 16 by reference-to-thbecorners, or at
least by reference to some one corner of the orignal Government sur-
vey, the claimant failed to exercise that degree of good faith cog-,
izabl4 in law or equity, and has therefore no bonga We rights under
his title to the, S. 1/2 S.: i-½ Sec. 16 in the approximately 160 acres of
and included in the Friel survey in the bottom of the canyon of the,

west fork of the San Ga briel River.
The foregoing principles are applicable to the reestablishment of

the lines and corners of any originalf survey, the corners of which
have, by the action of the elements, by accident, or otherwise, become
lost or obliterated. As a matter of fact,'the reported surveys of the
subdivisional lines in the north half of T. 2 N., R. .11 W., S. B.' M.'
by Deputy Surveyor Norway in 187T, and of the south boundary' and
subdivisional lines of the south half of the township by Deputy;
Surveyor Pearson in 1884, are purely fraudulent and entirely fic-,
titious. .i

In the report of the field investigation, dated October 7, 1926, the
investigating surveyor states:

From a consideration of Norway's topographical data it is readily, seen that
his returns were based upon a' very superficial investigation of the territory ::
involved, the major items, varying in position from moderate amounts to, in
the greatest instance, a mile and a quarter * * * The Pearson returns are
as flagrantly'erroneous, as the Norway record. His greatest departure, from
fact, save in the noted ties to Norway subdivisional surveys, is in the location
of the dividing ridge between the San Gabriel and Santa* Anita Canyons.
* ** 8While the.topographic calls are. in many instances very explicit, one
can not reconcile the returns in any instance to the actual features encountered.

Previous search for evidence of original surveys in this township by the
U. S. Forest Service conducted- intermnittently since the' designation of this
area as a national forest has failed to -reveal any trace of the subdivisional
survey. None of the Pearson work has ever been found, either boundary or
subdivision.

While the, topography of -the entire township is not shown upon;
the resurvey plat, the topographic maps of the area published by the
Geological Survey bear out the statements of the investigating suir.-
veyor. The creek (indicated on the resurvey township plat as flow-
ing in what is designated as- Short Cut Canyon, and designated upon
the Geological- Survey topographic maps as Trail Fork, San -Gabriel
River),0 which the appellant contends is the creek shown upon the
township plat. approved. April 3g 1876, as the branch of the west fork
of the San Gabriel River- flowing. southeasterly* through Sec. 17 and
joining the west fork of the San, Gabriel River in the SW. ¼/4 Sec. 16,
has a general course of slightly west' of south for nearly a mile above
its confluenqe with, the river, instead 6of a' southeasterly course as
shown' upon the original township plat. -V

'459i 52 .
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Thhe west fork of thq RSan Gabriel River is indicated ,on the origi-
nal plat ,s flowing in a direction slightly north of east thrtQgh Sc.

16. . Through, what the appellant contends is the S. ½2 S. 1/2 Sec. 16,

the river actually ,ows in a direction nearly 200 south of east.
Upon: the original towship plat the west fork of the San Gabriel
River in Sec. 16 is: shown tq be approximately a mile and a quarter

. south of the divide between the Tupuuga and San Gabriel. As a

matter of fact, the divide is more' than two miles north of the river.
* OA the original plat of the squth half of the townslip th. divide

between the San Gabriejl and the Santa Anita is shown as approxi-
mately 21/2 miles south of the west fork of the San Gabriel River
through Sec. 16. This divide is actually only one mile souith of the
San Gabriel in the area in questii:g 

* Throughout the township generally the topography indicated on
the original township p elat isequally ,s erroneous as in the vicinity
of original Sec. 16.

The fact that the original surveys .of the subdivisional section
lines of the township were fraud, lent does not render inappropriate
the reestablishment Iof original corners (or establishment of corners
reported to have been set, for in fact no original corners were estab-
lished in the interior of the township), by proportionate measure-

ment based 'upon the recorded courses and distanceIs shown upon
the original township plats.

The proper method of determining what land in the township did
: pass from the 'Government by patent, or grant is by. determining, by
proportionate measurement between the identified original or restored
corners on the township. boundaries, using the recorded bearings
andolengths of the subdivisional lites of the township as the basis

of propprtion, the point which the interior section lnes, and cor-

nerts would- have occupied had such: lines' and' corners in fact been

'surveyed and monumented as: reported by Deputy Surveyors Norrway
:and Pearson.

The Sappellant appears to have encountered great difficulty in con-
'nection with the weight to be given the decision of Kirwan v. Mur-

phy (109 Fed. 354)'. Whatever may have been the technical grounds
;for the reversal of Kirwan v. Murphy by the Supreme Court (189'

-U. S. 35), the opinion of the lower court in the case was completely
overruled, by the Supreme Court in Security Lad atd Exeploration
Company v. Burns (193 U. S. 167), in which the question belfore the
court was, identical with that. in, the case of Kirwan, v. Murphy,
which involved title to other portions of the same belt of land lying

between Cedar Island Lake and its meander line.
The survey questions involved'in Security Land and Exp7oration

Company v. Burns, supra, and those involved in the appeal of Beard
are nearly identical in that, in the former case:

460
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(a) The reported original survey of the subdivisional lines of the township,
involved was fictitious and'fraudulent. Only. one original subdivisional section
corner in the toWnship was ever found.,

(b) The depiction of topography on the township plat was grossly inaccurate.
(c) The plaintiff contended that a so-called natural monument (the shore of

a lake) should control both course and distance.
(d-) The value-of the land involved Was to a great extent dependent upon its

position with relation to ad:body of watet.
(e) The methods empIoyed in the resurvey of T. 57 N., R17 W., was that of

proportionate: measurement between existing- or properly restored corners on
the township boundaries without regard to incidental items of topography.

W:hile: in the case at hand:

(a) The reported original surveys of the- subdivisional section lines of the
township are entirely fraudulent and fictitious. No interior section corners
whatsoever can be found. --

(b) The depiction of topography on the township pIat is grossly inaccurate.,
(c) Th plaintiff cdntends that an' itfii of toplgra-phy (inh this instanfce a 

creek and its tributaries) constitutes a natural monument which -should control
both course and distance. -

(d) The vaiue Of the lad- involved appears tdepend to a great extent oh the
question as to whet-her or not it is. located in the bottom of the canyon of the
west fork of the San GabTiel River.:

(e) The method employed in the resurvey of tie township was that of pro-
portionate measurement between exist"ig otigiral or profly testoted corners
on' the- boundaries f the toWnship WithoUt Pdg'rd W finoidental items of topog-
raphy.

To quote those l ortions. of the deeision of SOU:i t'y LaiQd and. E:X
ploration Company v. Burns, supra, applicable to -lte- presetP t Cese,
-would Inea i to quote the ajorf portion 6f thde twdnty-tWki-page§ of
the reporte6d dncihion4 The dedisit leAefii no pbssible doubt in th 0
present case as to the autihority df the G6Vhm&fMft to' tuake the resur-.:
vey, the :sufficiency and. appropriatendss- of thd rii thod§ emplq6d in
making the resurveyj tfie right• of the protesttnt iudrtf hi tittle to
theS: 1 S; ½2 SeO; 1l,6 nd the weight to b6 given to the indicated
positions of itemis of topography rtfoneously depicted ft thi' Orig-
inal township plats OfT. 2 N.R, P 11 W., S. B; M;: 

With trferdefe to coiinsel's inqtliry ih the motini for rehearing as
to whether a call for the Mississippi River wvoulld be ignored, it ffAy'
be stated that nitder authority of Secri-ty Land anda EaifVration
C . p - v.-Bu~rnt, .stu , Whitelet'al. v. Luini ( U. S. 514),tand 

-numerous other d6eciions of the Sipreme Court Of thie fited States
involving the survey of laiids erroneously oiitted from origitnal sur- 
veys, a call for the Missistippi River (or for tihat matter a call for the
Pacific Ocean) would be ignored if,. d:ie to gross error or fraud in the
execution of the or6ihioal survey, its platted lpogition with drefere.Ace
to: the lines of the publiclahd sunteYs§ we -tifoutid to bdUwideyat: 
variance With its actual pOsitiof wikh referenlho to those -lineg: at -de



4DECISIONS* RELATIN.G TO THE PUBLIC LANDS

fined by the identified or properly restored corners of the original
survey. XThis is the underlying principle upon which every " omitted
land " survey is founded. Public lands described by the rectangular.
surveying system are defined by the lines'and corners of such sur-
vey; not by their erroneously indicated positions with reference to
the Mississippi River, the Pacific Ocean, the west fork of the San
Gabriel River, or any other item of topography.

No reason appears why the decision of May 17, 1928, should' not be
adhered to. The motion for rehearing is therefore denied.

MXotion denied.

CHAFFINf v. BOHLKE

Decided July 31, 1928

CONTEST.CONTESTANT-,PREFERIENCE RIGHzrT-LAN D AlPAaTENT-STOCx-RAISING
fHOMEsTEAD.

A contestant does not gain a preference right where the entry .under attack

* is canceled not as the result of the contest- but uponi adverse proceedings

previously instituted by the Land Department upon a charge substantially

the same as that upon which the contest was predicated.

FINNE rs t As isttant Secet :
:;On November.::10, 1925, Michael P. Bohlke made original stock-

raising homestead entry, Phoenix 057353, for the N. ½ S 1/2 Sec.
: : -:10,;'and theV. R 2 lN.½7 andf ½1 Sec. i, T. 14 S., R. 15:E, G. &

S. R. MD, Arizona.
On July. 26, 1Q27, pursuant to the recommendation of an inspector,

* ' :; 0 :adverse fproceedings ainst the entry .were ordered by the General
Land Office, upon :the.charge that.the entryman had not established
and maintained residence on: the land.i,

' On, November3, 19272 , -the register of the district land office trans-
mitted the papers in-the.case to the Qeneral Land Office,:including
an unclaimed registered letter containing a notice of thaecharge as

above, directed to the entryman. atb his post-office address of ,record.

: ; :mThe. hregister recownended that the entry be. eanceled because the
entryman..hAdfailedto denythe charge., .-- .

: On January 13, 1928, Walter Chaffin filed a contestIag inst the
entry chalrginga that.:Bohlke had abandoned his entryfor over six

months, and.thata he had never built a house. oi, placecl any improve-
ments uppon the land. ,The contest was suspended by.the register of

* X tthe district land Qififce because, of the adverse proceedings already inl-
stitutedon beJha f of the Goqyvernment.

4On February 3,1928, the 9ommissioner. of the General Land Office
canceled, Bohlke's- entt rand cleoed the ecase,. iThis action was, taken

pursuant ,to ,the adqerse, proceiedings. instituted on, behalf. of rthe

*� 462 [ VOl,
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